
 
 
 
Disclaimer:  These notes were taken by volunteers and they are not  for quotation.  Thank you 
for your understanding. 
 
Seeds of Survival, Seeds of Sovereignty 
November 14, 2014 
 
Key Messages from presenters: 
 
Lecturers include 2 directors and were introduced.  International versus Canadian programs. 
 
International:  Played the biodiversity game to demonstrate how seeds have different 
characteristics, like frost tolerance, aphid resistant, drought tolerant, tolerant to water-logging, 
resistant to high winds, heat tolerant.   
 
Farmers hold our future in their hands.  Everyone introduced themselves.  People in the room 
included a lobster fisher, vertical garden grower, organization staff, food security network 
members, farmers, urban agri people, USC staff, a professor/brewer, Bolivia and potato 
farmers.  Farmers are skilled practitioners, creators & innovators, seed savers, custodians of 
the land.  Farmers’ Seed Varieties are the foundations of our food system. 
 
Canadian: 
 
Good food comes from good seed.  The Bauta Family Initiative has 5 regional hubs and 
Atlantic Canadian coordinator is in the room.  Seeds are difficult to understand and most 
people don’t understand this.   
 
Discussion Highlights 
 
International: 
 
Resilience can be built (1. working with diversity, 2. Seed selection and breeding, 3. 
Participatory breeding, 4. Community seed banks, 5. Exchange and learning, 6. Post-harvest 
management, 7. Ecosystem Restoration, 8. Livelihood) 
 
More thoughts on breeding:  Farmer breeding criteria?  Nutrition, pest resistance, 
drought/flooding resistance, yield, market value.  The list goes on.  Versus Industrial breeding 
criteria?  Transport, easy to harvest, uniformity, yield,  More singular.  One thing and costly.  
The cost of breeding one GMO variety is in the millions.  $136 million is the answer.   
 
What does seed sovereignty look like (list of 11 things). 
 
Canadian: 
 



Why is the program necessary?  We are not very seed secure.  Farmers don’t have the 
quantity and quality of diverse seed that they need, especially organically sourced seed.   
 
State of Seed Diversity in Canada - They are working to do a number of things.  Increase the 
quality, quantity, diversity of Canadian ecological seed among other things.  3 streams 
(training and networking, applied research, public access to seed).  There are currently 200 
projects under the program.  Gave an example of one project.   
 
Seeds of Diversity reports show losing small seed companies but lots more coming.  We are 
losing the number of varieties that are available.  The solution is to pair support with local 
seed companies and seed libraries/seed banks. 
 
What is the state of Canada’s ecological and organic seed market?  There is no data on this.  
But there is a new report out called Canada’s Organic and Ecological Seed Market.  There is 
potential to grow it but total value is $78 million currently.  This report is the first of it’s kind in 
Canada. 
 
ACORN contact says program is well received.  The grant is being taken advantage of.  The 
next issue is to grow by reaching out to potential contract growers, so the small seed 
companies can expand.   
 
Video was shown on a seed saver in Quebec looking to make a living for 4 families based on 
sunflowers, soybeans and wheat.   
 
I am a Seed Saver campaign will be launched in the new year.  They need our help to spread 
the word. 
 
Other thoughts / actions that emerged  
 
Questions: 

- Will people see each other as competition?  There is a lot of room for growth.  Fair 
trade is a big part of this too.  People in the Atlantic Canadian region are organically 
doing it in a networked way.   

- How did the film work for people?  Scaling up versus small-scale discussion.  What is a 
small-scale farm out west where farms are massive?  This will speak to people 
because it shows that it can be profitable.  You usually hear this story from a 
conventional large-scale farm perspective.  It’s nice to see this from a different 
perspective.   

- Food security in Labrador – Wild mushrooms gathered instead of going to the store for 
them.  Wild food foraging could be promoted more.  Needs to be knowledge that is 
shared by people.  This is called the hidden harvest.  This speaks to a lost connection 
to our landscapes.  See the Not Far From the Tree organization in Toronto.  There is 
perception that things you see that are edible are actually not edible.   

- Accessibility to seed on the local level – their campaign may shed light on this.  Seedy 
Saturday is one way.  Farmers have different needs than personal growers.  Schools 
needed bean and lettuce seed and couldn’t find good sources.  The Bauta report has 
statistics.  Online seed services exist to track down crop, variety, status across Canada.  
Seedsecurity.ca and see online seed services.   


